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Fresh and Vegetal
Refreshing with powerful cucumber dominating the palate,
creating a fresh, easy drinking balanced style.

Ideal mixer: Classic tonic or sparkling water

Recommended garnish: Thinly sliced cucumber, or a slice of pink
grapefruit

Ideal serve: Gin and tonic or a classic martini
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Gin-Note.com™ flavour guidance

ABV: 40%

Nose: Juniper, orange, lemon, fresh cucumber

Palate: Cucumber, juniper, citrus notes, cracked pepper

Finish: Hints of rose petals

Serve: 1 oz of gin with 4 oz of tonic, served over high ball glass filled with
ice. Garnish with a thinly sliced cucumber.
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Cucumber

 IWSC 2020 Bronze Award Winner

Royalmount Gin From Royalmount Spirits
Developed by two brothers, Royalmount Gin is a creation of pure passion, one of gin distilling and the other of
graphic design.

Distilled at their parent’s craft distillery in Montreal, the gin uses a delicate blend of juniper berries, citruses and is
infused with a perfectly subtle balance of cucumber and rose.

This results in a familiarly delicious and extremely unique Canadian made spirit. Accompanied by their mascot,
Alfred the Jackalope, Royalmount is named in homage to Mount-Royal, the mountain in the city of Montreal.

This premium gin is sustainably packaged in a lightweight spirits bottle and uses recycled packaging materials.
Royalmount Gin is a fun, whimsical and instagrammable experience for gin lovers who enjoy great quality and taste.

https://www.theginguild.com
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